Hello Everyone!
Once again, we would like to recognize all of our dancers who have been active in the
Google Classrooms and on Zoom and have been sending us videos of them practicing. We
strongly encourage them to continue practicing their dances, reaching out to us for questions,
and being dedicated to all the hard work they have done so far. We hope that we can come
back to the studio as soon as possible without having to review too much!
As many of you know, due to Governor Baker’s latest policy, the studio will continue to be
closed until May 4th, assuming that there are no changes to the policy. As of now, all
instructors are either hosting weekly Zoom live classes or posting choreography videos
through Google Classroom, as well as posting resources to encourage them to continue
dancing.
As addressed in the previous email, we are planning to continue to expect payments for April
tuition. We will be emailing invoices April 7th. Currently, we are planning to make up
classes during the April vacation and will not be charging for the two weeks of classes that
will be held in June to make up for the missed classes. Moving forward while we continue to
reach online, we will offering classes for a discounted rate of $35/one class, plus
$25/additional classes. Invoices will be sent to emails we have on file; however, if you’d
prefer to mail a check or cash, you may do so to the studio. We understand that this is a tough
time for many people, especially those that are out of work, so we will not be charging late
fees and are happy to make accommodations if necessary. Additionally, we are ensuring that
all instructors are providing AT LEAST 30-45 minutes of content online to make up for
missed classes at this time being.
Once again, we miss all of our dancers dearly and appreciate all the messages and photos!
Keep sharing them! If you have any questions or concerns during this time, we are happy to
help you. Please direct message us on Facebook or email us.
Dancingly Yours,
Arianna & Courtney

